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Securonix Named top “20
Fastest Growing Security
Company” by Silicon Review
The user behavior analytics company enjoys rapid adoption of its security
platform

 

 

Securonix is among the “fastest growing
cyber security companies,” The Silicon
Review reported this week. The business and
technology publication combed the market to
identify the top 20 cyber security companies
that are making a splash in 2015.
The standard enterprise security toolbox
constantly leaves those tasked with protecting
enterprise data a few steps behind attackers.
As the scope and scale of attacks becomes
increasingly alarming, the appetite for new
and innovative enterprise security tools is
heating up to a boiling point. The market is
responding with an explosion of start-ups
hungry to fill the industry’s need for
capabilities that prevent, detect and contain
attacks.

Read More
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Insider Attacks Were the Most Costly
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Breaches of 2015

By Stewart Draper, Director of Insider
Threat Programs

Insiders pose tremendous risk to organizations, according
to the most recent Ponemon Report. Malicious insiders
were not the most common source of attacks last year, but
they were the most costly. According to 2015 data, insider
attacks cost companies about $144,000 per incident.
Containing and resolving the complexities associated with
inside actors cost companies an average of $21,000 per
day, and added up fast.

Read More
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Securonix Joins the
Intelligence and National
Security Alliance
Securonix Press
Securonix is proud to join The Intelligence and
National Security Alliance (INSA), an
unprecedented coalition among senior leaders
from the public, private and academic sectors
working toward innovative solutions to the
national security issues facing the United
States.

Securonix Wins Second
Computer Technology
Review MVP Award for Data
Exfiltration Solution
Securonix Press
Securonix has been selected by Computer
Technology Review as two-time winner of the
MVP Award recognizing leaders within the IT
security space. Securonix was recognized for
its Data Exfiltration solution which provides
critical monitoring and detection of insider and
cyber threat attacks against critical data. The
Securonix Intelligence Platform was awarded
an MVP earlier this year.
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Securonix Announces
Expansion Into EMEA
Markets
Securonix Press
Securonix is meeting the growing, global
demand for sophisticated cyber security threat
detection through the expansion of its presence
to the EMEA market, the company announced
today. The industry leader in behavior-based
security analytics couples the latest advances
in machine learning and artificial intelligence
with advanced anomaly detection techniques to
rapidly detect insider threats, fraud and cyber
attacks.

Securonix Partners with
Cloudera to Provide
Behavior-Based Insider
Threat Detection and
Mitigation in Hadoop Big
Data Environments
Securonix Press
Securonix has announced today that they have
joined Cloudera Connect and certified on
Cloudera Enterprise to deliver the industry’s
most powerful insider and advanced threat
detection solution based on Cloudera
Enterprise and Securonix’ Security Analytics
Platform.

Read More Read More

 

 

IN THE NEWS

Why the China-US
Cybersecurity Agreement
Will Fail
Contrary to the perception that many people

United Reportedly Hacked by
Same Group That Breached
Anthem, OPM
A previously unannounced breach at United
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develop from fictional stories, experts often
cannot identify with certainty the source of a
professionally-executed cyberattack; to this day,
experts disagree as to who carried out various
high profile breaches. Furthermore, even when
the culprit of an attack is identified, that party
often has a great deal of plausible deniability.

Airlines could be the work of Chinese hackers
who allegedly pilfered information from
insurance company Anthem and the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM), and are aiming
at amassing data on millions of American
government officials and private citizens.

Read More Read More
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2015 FS-ISAC Fall Summit
Join our team of security experts at the FS-
ISAC Fall Summit. October 25 - 28 at the Hotel
Del Coronado in San Diego, California.

View conference website
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